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September 18, 2003

Pig Roast '03

Join THE PRIMARY SOURCE for Homecoming Saturday, October 4, 2003
Catered meal: $20
Beverage: $2
Getting to eat the only authentic pigskin on campus: Priceless

By far the most delicious reason to join the SOURCE.
Meetings every Tuesday at 9:30pm in the Zamparelli Room, Mayer Campus Center.
Now looking for writers, editors, photographers, and graphic designers.
For more information, email info@TuftsPrimarySource.org or call Simon at (617) 448-4495.
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Pardon the Interruption
Though many argue that the value of
university athletics is found in its significance to alumni or student spectators, these
concerns do not apply to Tufts. University
sports team’s records have little bearing on
Alumni giving at a school like Tufts. And
to be sure, many Tufts students are more
concerned with the MLB playoffs than NESCAC tournaments.
Furthermore, for most students, ESPN
is the only link to their beloved out-of-state
sports teams. Incoming freshmen must either find a fake ID and make their way to
a sports bar or learn to love Boston sports.
NESN is no substitute for ESPN, but no
teams elicit more joy, sorrow, or anger than
Boston’s Sox, Pats, Bruins and Celtics.
Athletics should be counted as a student activity. Beyond Physical Education
classes, the department provides little educational value to the student body at large.
Separating classes and instructors from
teams’ budgets would do much to alleviate
the discrepancies the university faces between educational and entertainment funds.
Qualifying the athletic teams as an activity would also ensure that students have recourse over how their money is spent. TCU
Senate’s purpose is to ensure that while the
administration controls a student’s education, students vote to determine priorities in
their activities.
Tufts should follow Dean Bouchard’s
advice and focus its tuition fees only on
educational pursuits. Few would argue
that the Athletics Department is just as expendable as ESPN, but reclassifying sports
teams as activities would at least provide
for some sense of consistency. In the meantime, Bouchard cannot simply veil his cost
cutting as a focus on education without
breeding hypocrisy.
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ufts welcomed students back to the
University this semester with many
changes. The administration finally paved
the corner of Professors Row and College
Ave. They relaid the bricks of our $100,000
patio. And, they restructured the cable network on campus. After students realized
that their free cable was both permanent and
intentional, they slowly adjusted to the new
lineup. Many are still adjusting.
The loss of ESPN bittered the pleasant
surprise of school-wide free cable. While
students no longer have to deal with absurdities like supplemental fees for sharing a
cable connection with roommates, they may
no longer wake up to hear the news of Pujols’ latest home run or Kobe’s latest arraignment. For some, the loss is a triviality. For
many, however, ESPN, along with Comedy
Central and MTV, represents one of the few
stations producing news and drama of dire
importance to college students.
The University, however, would prefer
that students rely on true news sources. To
their credit, they finally provide a fair and
balanced media selection (see page 10).
When questioned about the choice of cutting ESPN, Executive Administrative Dean
Wayne Bouchard claimed the cost of adding the network was excessive. According
to the Daily he commented, “We decided
if we're using tuition dollars, we really
needed to focus on educational content as
much as possible.”
If only Tufts would follow this mantra
consistently. Besides funding departments of
questionable academic significance (if only
Peace and Justice Studies and Women’s Studies would follow ESPN), tuition funds provide
considerable entertainment to our campus.
One of the largest entertainment expenditures
(roughly 2% of the Arts & Science’s budget)
is the Athletics Department. Providing select
students with opportunities to while away
their afternoons on a field (or early mornings
on a boat), the Athletics Department serves
mainly to entertain the student body.
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The LGBT Center has distributed flyers asking colored queers, "Tired of the too-white
scene at Tufts?" THE PRIMARY SOURCE brings you...

LGBT Students of Color General Meeting
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“And the players are gay...
and joyful”
—Kenny Mayne
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Gerard and Rob are are off the “DL” and listed as day to day.
The SOURCE welcomes all letters to the editor. Please address all correspondence to submissions@TuftsPrimarySource.org

Everything You Always Wanted to Know About
*But Everyone Else Was Afraid to Tell You
THE PRIMARY SOURCE
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GET THE FINEST (not to mention most forthright and telling)
account of affairs at Tufts and elsewhere delivered to your
doorstep. For a tax-deductible contribution of $30 or more you
can receive a full academic year’s subscription via first class delivery.
YES... I’ll gladly support Tufts’ Journal of Conservative Thought!
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COMMENTARY

Improving Performance in the SAC

E

very fall, Tufts students returning to campus during freshman
orientation peruse the orientation calendar. They’re devising a
new foolproof method for sneaking into the food fair and making
sure they don’t miss the Hillel bagel brunch. This year, they were
surprised at the absence of “Why No Means No,” a Tufts tradition
of hokey attempts to instruct the entering class on the warning signs
and dangers of date rape. When most current Jumbos were first year
students, workshop facilitators herded them into Cohen Auditorium
to witness the well-intentioned but foolish “night of fun on Professors Row gone awry.” In a skit devoid of substance, they watched
a stereotypically hormone-driven guy railroad a too-naïve-to-becredible girl into drinking wine in his room and relaxing on the bed.
Without too much pleading, he persuades her to stay the night and
fork over sex for a glass or two of White Zinfandel.
The Class of 2007 was in for a change. Thanks largely to the
efforts of the Women’s Center, a much improved program called
“In the SAC” replaced “Why No Means No.” Everyone in Cohen
was silent as a recent graduate of Wellesley College recounted a
relationship she had five years ago. It ended because her boyfriend
ultimately proved unwilling to respect her sexual limitations,
boundaries she had set at the outset of the relationship and had
repeated clearly on a number of occasions.
In contrast to “Why No Means No,” this woman’s story provided
not only an account of relationship warning signs, but also instructive lessons about individual responsibility. No one, she said to the
entering freshmen, will protect your spirit and your body the way
that you can. This bright and articulate young woman was a face
and a life with which many in the room could identify. The three
subsequent accounts of rape and abuse were also well delivered;
informative and thought provoking without being pedantic. Among
the freshman girls in one breakout group, “In the SAC” provoked
more intelligent commentary than in past years. The matter-of-fact
approach of the facilitators treated the freshmen not like children,
but like the collegiate young women they had recently become.
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The attendees were encouraged to party safely and to plan ahead
for nights out on campus. For the first time, the girls were asked to
identify their own expectations instead of focusing solely on what
they thought judgment-impaired fraternity brothers might expect of
them, an approach as fair and healthy as it is empowering for the
newest crop of female Jumbos.

Housing Hiccup

C

onstruction on a new student dormitory on Tufts campus was
supposed to have started this past summer. This construction, however, has been put on hold due to a problem with the
Somerville Historic Preservation Commission. This past spring,
the SHPC intervened in the proposed construction, claiming that
the buildings being destroyed to make way for the new dorm held
historic significance. The major conflict concerns the destruction
of the current music center, which served as a residence for Tufts’
first president. The SHPC’s late intervention came as a surprise to
the Tufts community and added unnecessary delay to a project that
has been in the works since last fall. Upon examining the matter, it
can be seen that while the SHPC’s argument for the preservation of
a historic building is noble, it is entirely impractical when looking
at the bigger picture.
For one, the SHPC was not very cooperative with Tufts in the
timing of its complaint. An organization formed to monitor architectural development in the city of Somerville should have been
aware that the city’s only major university was planning on building a new dormitory. The University did not keep the issue a secret,
and someone at Somerville’s City Hall most likely knew about the
construction well before this past spring. Assuming that this was
the case, the SHPC should have brought its concerns about the demolitions of the buildings to the university much earlier than it did.
If it had, this whole matter could have been worked out before construction of the dormitory was set to begin and would have avoided
any delays. On another note, the SHPC pulled its complaint with
the demolition of the music building out of nowhere. Upon visiting
its website, 20 Professors Row (the address of the music building)
is not listed as one of Somerville’s historic buildings, and there is a
good reason for this. The University has
had agreements with the city on zoning
issues since the late 1980’s. Tufts agreed
to preserve green space on campus and
to keep construction close to the center
of campus. In return, the SHPC decided
not to label any Tufts buildings in this
area of campus as “historic” so not to
cripple the University’s ability to update
its facilities.
Even if one ignores these issues, the
SHPC’s stance is still unrealistic. Tufts
faces extreme constraints as a major university sandwiched between two densely
populated, urban/suburban cities. Unlike
universities like Harvard, Tufts doesn’t
own half the city in which it is situated.
Tufts also lacks the funding to buy surrounding property, even if it had the option to do so. Therefore, one has to make
sacrifices in order to expand. Given the
option no one would want to demolish
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 2003
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the current music building, a new dormitory would better serve
the University as well as surrounding neighborhoods by moving
students back onto campus. Unless Somerville wants to give Tufts
some spare land (perhaps the Powder House could be converted
into an attractive co-op) then they should really drop the matter.
Tufts owns all the land and most of it was in the possession of the
Tufts family well before the current houses were even built. This
situation is just another example of how Somerville refuses to deal
with Tufts in a reasonable and cooperative manner.

IDiotic

A

lmost exactly two years after terrorists hijacked airplanes
and flew them into the World Trade Center and the Pentagon, embattled California Governor Gray Davis decided to
welcome in the next wave. A new bill, signed by Davis on September 5th would allow potential terrorists easier access to legal
California state identification cards. The current law requires a
social security number, restricting licenses to Americans only.
The change in the law now only requires a taxpayer identification number or a “matricula consular,” an ID card issued by the
Mexican government. This law basically destroys the legitimacy
of the Californian drivers license as a form of legal identification
as it removes one of the key requirements to obtain one.
The most troubling part of the issue is that Governor Davis
signed the bill for purely political reasons. In 2001, Davis vetoed
a virtually identical bill, pointing out that the United States must
work hard to keep such identification documents out of the hands
of potential terrorists. But, since Californian residents have collected enough signatures to recall Governor Davis, he has now
deemed it more important to win the votes of Mexican immigrants
than to look after the welfare of the nation.
This bill is not only significant to California’s many illegal immigrants, however. The bill is a matter of national security since
California is making it easier to obtain a document that that is accepted as a virtual national ID. Of the nineteen September 11th hijackers, seven of them had legally obtained licenses from Virginia,
and ringleader Mohammed Atta had one from Florida. These two
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states have realized their failings and have made their license laws
stricter. The much misguided California, however, does the exact
opposite with this new bill. Regardless of whether he remains in
office, the most damning criticisms of Davis will come when the
next group of terrorists claim to hail from Beverly Hills.

Many Democrats, One Commander-in-Chief

Y

ou can always count on a Democrat to change his mind, especially with a Republican in the White House. In a bipartisan
display of patriotism, the Republicans and Democrats authorized
the use of force in Afghanistan. In the few weeks following September 11th, Democrats held back their objections to Bush’s War
on Terror. Now, they think it’s time to wrap things up and focus on
more important issues like gay rights and Medicare.
Entering the War on Terror, Bush clearly outlined our mission.
The President said that there would be sacrifice. He said it would
be a long and difficult path. It seemed, for a short time, that the
politicians were all on the same page. In fact, conservatives and
liberals had two different visions of “sacrifice” and the “long
and difficult path.” Conservatives understood the nature of war.
It meant billions of dollars, several years, and thousands of lives.
It was a cost our nation had endured in the past, to protect the
American way of life. Moving onward from Afghanistan into Iraq,
Democrats began to realize that we were actually fighting a global
war on terrorism.
Such resolve on national defense is unheard of in the Democratic Party. They were prepared to cover Afghanistan, but just
two years later, Democrats are looking for an “exit strategy.” They
question US spending on the war as if this is not linked to fighting
the war itself. Only Democrats would ask to reduce the resources
of soldiers in combat.
After minimal casualties and some extra spending, the Democrats’ true colors are showing. Yes, America is safe from terror,
but Democrats are not willing to deficit spend during wartime.
Of course, they have no problem doing it during peacetime. For
Democrats, the real issues are at home, the same home that Bush
is trying to defend.
Iraq now has a growing police force,
a new currency, and regional councils established. All of this was accomplished
in five months, rather than in four years,
as took place in Germany after World
War II. As Coalition forces tighten security on cities that they already control,
the possibility of a “quagmire” is vanishing. As the President said, Iraq is now
the front line of the War on Terror. To
abandon this battle is to accept 9/11 as
a way of life.
The Democrats haven’t changed
their minds. Rather, they never understood what the War on Terror entailed.
They assumed Bush would be finished
after Afghanistan. Gephardt, Kerry, and
Dean are criticizing Bush as if he had
promised to have things done by 2004.
Luckily, the Commander-in-Chief does
not answer to the bickering triumvirate
of the Democratic Party.
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Comedy is allied to Justice.
—Aristophanes
PS The Daily printed a headline reading, “Liberal alcohol
policies can prevent alcohol abuse, students say.” A mole in
the Daily office has provided us with headlines of stories
that are in the works. We’ve selected our favorites, and thus
bring you…
The Top Ten Daily headlines you can expect to see soon:
10. Legalizing cocaine good for our health, frat brothers say
9. We should run asylum, inmates say
8. System running normally, MAB server says
7. This year is our year, Red Sox say
6. I should get to eat that steak, dog says
5. Rape should not be a crime, perverts say
4. We are the funniest magazine on campus, Zamboni says
3. I have lots of black friends, Balkind says
2. Daily now free of toypos, Daily editors sed
1. He-could-go-all-the-way, Swami sez. (You’ll just have to
take our word for it.)
PS Ben Affleck and J-Lo split up on what was to be their
wedding day. Ben has decided to sample each Fly Girl before
choosing his bride.

THE PRIMARY SOURCE

the blackout, which left 50 million people in the dark. One
regulator attributes the blackout to Anna Nicole’s fryer.
PS
10.
9.
8.
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

Top Ten Captions for the photo below:
Kofi signals to “steal second.”
“You complete me.”
Blue Steel
Do I look more like Colin Powell from this angle?
If only I had a real gun.
Please wait while I perform a Vulcan mind-meld with
Saddam.
UN is #1.
You talking to me?
I’m stupid, but I’m not that stupid.
Check out this weapon of mass destruction.

PS Chief US District Judge David Ezra said that Hawaii
State Hospital made dramatic improvements in the past six
months. However, he said the state mental hospital will
probably miss a deadline next year to finish court-ordered
improvements. Ezra said their progress has been profoundly
retarded.
PS Matt Savona teamed up with Nike to create an athletic
shoe designed for police officers. He and his colleagues even-

PS Wichita police have asked bar owners
to avoid playing the song Put Yo Hood Up
after it caused gang-related shootings. Officials said the song encourages club patrons
to flash gang signs in a confrontational
manner. Police suggested that patrons instead merely take their shirts off and swing
them around their heads in a manner suggesting a helicopter.
PS A homeless Painesville man will be
listed on the November ballot as a City
Council candidate. The board said Padula, a
self-employed carpenter who lives in a van,
established residency in the council ward by
living in a garage for one year. Padula says
his first act as city councilor will be to declare all motor vehicles residential zones.
PS Madonna is protecting her daughter
from her raunchy stage persona, she reported after French-kissing Britney Spears
and Christina Aguilera at a live awards ceremony. She will ensure that her daughter does
not see such TV footage until she is much
older. Apparently just as Madonna gets better with age, so will her daughter’s life.
PS The investigation into the two-nation
blackout on August 14 tops the agenda at
a three-day meeting of New England governors and Canadian provincial premiers.
Energy regulators will brief leaders about
8
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tually bought 26 pairs. Each of 13 Hammond PD officers requested a purr in the back, and the ones they got on display.
PS DC Metro has demanded that the NFL pay $57,000 to
cover the cost of extra service for last week's NFL Kickoff
Festival on the National Mall. According to an NFL spokesperson, they hired a singer, but got a stripper instead.
PS Elma High School has banned cheerleaders from wearing their uniforms with short skirts in classrooms. According
to Superintendent Tami Hickle Girls will be allowed to wear
the outfits only at games and “special” performances on the
National Mall.
PS A British man who has been nudging a monkey nut
along the streets of London with his nose for 11 days finally

pushed the nut up the steps to Prime Minister’s residence
and told waiting reporters: “I've got a sore nose.” McGowan, has previously walked for 11 miles with a turkey
strapped to his head to persuade fat people to eat less. That
effort did not end nearly so successfully—McGowan suffered several forks to the head.
PS Elvin Gonzalez, who was wounded while fleeing police
in January, is suing the Hartford police officer who shot him.
Gonzalez, 22, says he has lost the use of his “stealin’ arm.”
PS About 20,000 motorcyclists roared into Maine's capital
city bearing toys to be distributed to children at Christmas.
The annual Toy Run is called Maine's largest single charity
event of the year. Several Hell’s Angels at the scene scoffed
at the idea of being labeled “cradle robbers.”

From the Elephant’s Mouth

ith negotiations complete, The Elephant has returned
W
from his summer contract holdout just in time for our
second issue. Signing an extended contract with benefits
including an off-campus house, complete with ESPN, he
brings you SportsCenter-themed campus news :
F Power Alley: The LGBT center asks
“colored” queers if they are “Tired of
the too-white scene at Tufts?” Those
who respond to the center first will be
placed on the new TUTV show “Quizzle Eye for the Strizzate Cracker”…
F Web Gems:
Freshman TCU senator Simon Sassenberg
ran his campaign from
cyberspace at T-unit.com.
Sassenberg used the site to
promote his “paper towel
platform.” Sassenberg will hold
his office hours in the Campus
Center men’s room from 4-5pm…
Somebody alert the Secret Service!
Rumors Daily is back. Almost.
Tufts’ gossip site, which ended just
over two years ago, has active message
boards once again. Though nearly empty
now, with any luck, the boards will soon
assist pedophiles in their search for young
coeds.
F Oh no he di’int: In the Observer’s On
the Town segment, Stephen Vitvitsky tells
of his experiences in Croatia. The On
the Town portion of the mag has long
been a favorite of The Elephant, who
eagerly awaits Editor Jodi Gilman’s
article, “A Friday Night in the DMZ”…
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 2003

F Inside the Huddle: ResLife has announced they have
changed their policy towards students in forced triples. While
the student who eventually moves out of the triple will receive
a housing lottery bonus, the other two students will be offered
Mookie Wilson, Omar Moreno, and a bag of cats…
F

Playmakers: With Zeta Psi closed, and the
Greek system struggling to stay on Walnut
Hill, 123 will reportedly adopt ZBT’s
pledging process. As part of initiation,
the pledges will be humiliatingly
forced attend a ZBT
party, and pretend to
enjoy it.
F Say hello to my little
friend! Zip disks and floppies have made a resurgence
in the MAB office, which
has been without a server
since the Tufts network got
the Blaster Worm. Just another excuse for Radix not to
print an issue…
F Boo-yah! The RIAA is coming
to a campus near you. Better use your
roommate’s computer to download those
Nelly albums.
F Touch ‘em all: So many women,
and only seven days... You’d think that if
they wanted to break the stereotypes, the
Women’s Center wouldn’t sponsor a Wage
Gap Bake Sale. But as long as they’re
working their magic in the kitchen, THE
ELEPHANT plans to dress up in drag so
he can buy the 75¢ cookies.
F THE ELEPHANT never forgets.
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FOX News and THE PRIMARY SOURCE have something in common.

Cunning Like a FOX
by Nicholas Boyd

A

s Tufts students return to campus this lineup of FOX consists predominantly of
year, they will find a new (and now free) news analysis. Yes, Bill O’Reilly (whose
cable TV lineup available to them. To the views actually fit poorly into any ideological
delight of many conservatives, and hopefully label) and Sean Hannity allow their opinions
independents, this new offering includes the to flow freely—but they never purport to
FOX News Channel. FOX is the new center be “unbiased.” These opinionated shows
of gravity behind the imaginary right-wing are the equivalents of a newspaper editomedia conspiracy
rial page—it is
to which liberals
where opinions
Maybe part of what makes
are
attributing
are not only
FOX so controversial is the
their declining
permissible,
popularity.
fact that it is the only news but intentional.
Intriguing
FOX has a connetwork where finding a
about FOX News
servative editoChannel
and
rial policy—the
conservative journalist
the criticisms it
York Times,
doesn’t require a regiment of New
receives are the
a liberal one.
parallels
that
Maybe part of
university researchers.
can be drawn
what
makes
between it and the publication you hold in FOX so controversial is the fact that it is the
your hand right now—THE PRIMARY SOURCE. only news network where finding a conserYou’ve heard the conventional campus vative journalist doesn’t require a regiment
wisdom when it comes to the SOURCE—we of university researchers.
are a hateful, racist, intolerant magazine.
Yet, while FOX has a conservative
The seasoned SOURCE reader knows these editorial policy, it goes to great lengths to
accusations are themselves products of hate consistently examine all sides of any given
and intolerance (perhaps even jealousy?), issue. An attentive viewer will notice that
and bare little resemblance to the actual for every conservative interviewed on FOX,
style and objectives of THE PRIMARY SOURCE. there is a liberal who is given an
Similarly, FOX News has unfairly acquired equal opportunity to speak out.
the stereotype of a war-mongering, right- Furthermore, on which other
wing puppet propaganda machine.
network would you ever find
A pattern is easily discernible—media a black college student arguing
outlets become “right wing” and “hateful” against affirmative action, or a
when they digress from the prevailing main- woman taking the conservative
stream. More useful than arbitrarily labeling side on a women’s issue? While
FOX News as conservative is analyzing there are clearly groups and individuals the
what drives people to this conclusion. One mainstream media would never allow on
factor distinguishing FOX is its extensive the air, FOX has no blacklist. Feminists,
“news analysis” (opinionated) programming gays, blacks, whites, immigrants, pro-lifers,
vs. the more traditional “hard news” (non- pro-choicers—you name the issue; FOX
opinionated). If FOX was letting its anchors lets every side voice its opinion. Would a
insert their personal, and admittedly mostly conservative propaganda machine dedicate
conservative, views into their hard-news two hours of heavily advertised prime-time
programming, that would indeed constitute programming to a Democratic presidential
a conservative bias. However, the evening candidates debate at a predominantly black
university, as FOX did only a few days ago?
Mr. Boyd is a sophomore who has
Would it give former (liberal) CNN star Greta
not yet declared a major.
Van Susteren a prime-time show of her own?
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or let liberal radio talk show personality Alan
Colmes cohost a show, for that matter?
FOX faced particularly strong criticism
during the war with Iraq. As critics will note,
FOX prominently featured plugs depicting
US soldiers and military equipment during
the Iraq war. FOX reporters accompanied
US military units, referring to those in our
military with “we” and “us.” To CNN, ABC,
and CBS, they were frequently just “US
soldiers,” as opposed to “Iraqi soldiers.”
The question of whether one ought to be a
journalist or American first has been around
and debated for decades—FOX has merely
come down on that issue differently than
the mainstream media has. It doesn’t matter
whether the war was right or wrong—the
soldiers remain ours, and FOX remains an
American network covering them and their
actions. “Not in our name” not-withstanding,
when the United States goes to war, the entire
United States goes to war. You cannot pretend it’s only the 70% that supported the war
by making it “their” war, which is essentially
what referring to American soldiers in the
third person does.
Clearly, much of the FOX News bias
hysteria can be debunked. The fact of the
matter is that FOX is different, but by no
means necessarily biased. It takes diehard
stubbornness or ignorance or both to deny
that the American media, on the whole, is
very liberal. If still in doubt, check journalists’ voting records. The truth is, a “fair and
balanced” spectrum of media options is not
only good, but essential to democracy—
certainly it isn’t harmful. You’ve heard THE
PRIMARY SOURCE slandered by people who
profess tolerance for everything, except
for that which is different. Now,
with this broader news selection,
you will hear similar accusations
from ideologues who would
rather see you with a narrower
one. Just a few days ago, a Tufts
Daily article on reliable sources
of news offered student and professor quotes with at least half a dozen direct
or indirect references to the bias and “harshness” of FOX (professors advised students
to rely on totally non-partisan and objective
sources like NPR and The New York Times).
What’s the independent-minded, rational,
Tufts student to do? Well, if you’re reading this, you’ve already seen through one
media conspiracy—hopefully you have it
in you for another. Give FOX, channel 28,
a try before writing it off—because, when
it comes to America’s mainstream media,
different is definitely better.
q
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This is SourceCenter

8.
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7.

Rejected! Kobe’s game
was almost nonexistent
early yesterday evening.
He would go on to record
12 points, 4 assists, 10
rebounds, and 3
attempted rapes.

The Sparks’ morale dropped when it
was discovered their whole roster plays
for the other team.

9.
Not-so-hotlanta. The
Braves ended their
three game losing
streak with a win
against Florida but
Rafael Furcal was
removed from the
game after Miguel
Cabrera pulled
his groin.
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With her sister, Yetunde, out of the
picture, Venus hopes her chances of
another US Open title are slightly
improved.
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Dr. Colin Powell puts Iraq on the DL.
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He’s on FIRE! Three police officers
set the pick while, the fourth brings it
to the hoop.

It’s like baseball, but the pitcher gets a
running start and the umpire is replaced
by some wooden sticks.

2.
Andy Roddick
realizes he has
been left home
alone.

1.

Beckham dislocates his
shoulder while attempting to
bend it like Pelé.
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Tufts concedes defeat.

Conservatives Claim Victory
by Brandon Balkind

W

Conservatives did claim a minor victory here at Tufts. Yet, the changing of the language used on the Medical School’s website
is fairly insignificant when one looks at the
greater picture. Liberals who love to preserve racial disparity are rapidly running out
of arguments. It takes some powerful—and
often convoluted—logic to convince people
they are inherently “unequal” and need to
be categorized by the government or universities. Even the Supreme Court could
not come up with a verdict that sat well
with the American public. You can use race
in admissions—but not too much. How is
that a decisive judgment? It barely even sets
a precedent. The highest court of the land
essentially shrugged its shoulders, as if to
say “This court will hear this again in a few
years, after we’ve retired.”
Tufts administrators have the power
to end racial discrimination at this University. It is no longer the student body
that creates racial tension, but the institution itself. New blood may actually
bring change in admissions, as Lee Coffin
replaces Dean Cuttino. Coffin will face
many choices at Tufts. Most importantly,
he will choose between equality and the
dark art of “diversity management.”
Perhaps it is time to declare Tufts a
“no-spin zone.” Leaders on this campus
cannot go on making excuses forever.
With a little determination, their frail arguments will topple, giving way to true
racial equality.
q

hen one is in the business of arguing ity. The CEO may have won the battle, but
for equality, even minor concessions the war is far from over at Tufts.
become worthy of celebration. This was the
Like many other “progressive” univercase for the Center for Equal Opportunity sities, Tufts sponsors segregation on cam(CEO) and its battle with the Tufts Univer- pus. There are race-exclusive orientation
sity School of Medicine.
programs, trips to the Cape or George’s IsLast spring, the CEO, represented by land for black and Asian students, and even
Edward Blum, called for a cessation of the occasional research opportunity for
discriminatory policies in the Post-Bac- women only. Remember, women do outcalaureate Research Internship Program. number men on this campus. Beyond fundThe program website indicated that it ed programs, there is still a way of thinking
was a “non-degree
in liberal academia
program available
that spreads like
Liberals who love to
to minority candian
intellectual
preserve racial disparity plague. There is an
dates.” This phrase
was only a superfipride that
are rapidly running out of unspoken
cial reflection of the
administrators feel
arguments.
mindset shared by
whenever they can
many liberal Tufts
help a “minority.”
administrators. They would love for many Who would feel bad about granting a TA
programs to be “just for minorities.” It must position to someone who has been underreally burn them that Title VI doesn’t al- privileged his or her whole life? But how
low the University to discriminate in such often do they really ask about the student’s
a fashion. It’s a good thing the Center for past? If they are colored, why not assume
Equal Opportunity is around to tell Tufts they are underprivileged?
to “play fair” (so long as the University
In their eagerness
consumes federal tax dollars). It takes noth- to feel good about what
ing short of a national lobbying group and they do, educators often
threat of legal action to get Tufts to examine judge minorities just this
its own unfair policies.
way. This is not only conAt first, the Medical School decided to descending, but is truly
resist the Center for Equal Opportunity. In racially
discriminating.
their eyes, they were in “full compliance” Ward Connerly of the
with Title VI. Of course, the only real policy University of California is
they complied with was their own discrimi- seeking to end this racial
natory one. After the CEO threatened to discrimination in a controbring the case before the federal Office of versial way. Proposition 54
Civil Rights, the Medical School eventually is a referendum that will be
gave in and decided to change the descrip- put before the Californian
tion of the program. For this, Edward Blum voters at the next election.
proclaimed “victory.” There was no concrete In this referendum, backed
evidence that the administrators changed the by Connerly, classifying
nature of the admissions process, but it is citizens according to race
encouraging that the application form now for purposes of policyreads, “Any qualified person may apply.” It making would become ildoes not even have a line for race or ethnic- legal. If it passes, it would
be the first state law of its
Mr. Balkind is a junior majoring in
kind, and hopefully not
Sandra Day O’Connor has a compelling
Computer Engineering.
the last.
interest in racism.
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Booze it up, while it lasts.

Fraternity Life
by Alex Allen

L

ast year did not end on a positive For instance, Tufts policy dictates that
note for the Greek system at Tufts. when a given house has a clean record (i.e.
With several houses in hot water follow- no probation, warnings, etc.), the punishing incidents involving injuries sustained ment for having kegs is a fine of $300 per
during pledge events, Tufts administra- keg. Some houses, however, have received
tors realized they had quite a challenge on more severe punishments for kegs, partly
their hands in reforming the Greek system. attributed to the climate of the relationAcknowledging that
ship between Greek
The administration has organizations and
the poor conduct of
a few houses should
the administration.
made clear the fact
not lead to an absoThus, one big step
that the Greek system for the administralute end of Greek
presence on campus,
is being put to the test tion in overhauling
President Bacow and
the Greek system was
other
administra- and must prove itself in establishing a more
tors decided that the
this crucial year or risk consistent alcohol
Greek system was
policy on campus.
possible serious
in dire need of overBoth the adminhaul. While certain
istration and Greek
intervention.
policies limiting the
organizations faced
presence of the Greek system already ex- many challenges in refurbishing the Greek
ist, such as forbidding first year students to system. While some students feel that
pledge in the Fall semester, the administra- Tufts is trying to rid itself of the Greek
tion recognizes that a poorly-run system presence on campus, others feel that the
would bring more than just bad publicity Greek system is so poorly run that it
to Tufts.
should not exist at all. FurtherWhile a string of unfortunate events more, in several votes held
marred the image of the Greek system for the faculty to express its
late last year, the administration and the feelings on various campus
Greek organizations on campus have long policies, Tufts faculty overshared an unstable relationship. Although whelmingly favored disthe administration has the responsibility of solving the Greek system
ensuring that social events on campus run altogether. While this news
safely and smoothly, doing so in a man- may come of little surprise
ner that suits both sides and benefits the to many, it explains why the
student body is quite difficult. The admin- administration has taken on a
istration has a recent history of handing mentality that there will either be a welldown conflicting punishments for Greek supervised Greek system or none at all.
organization infractions. Indeed, the past
This is a pivotal year for Greek orgafew years have proven that any time sev- nizations on campus, and in order to make
eral undesirable events transpire within a sure it runs smoothly, the administration
short time frame within the Greek system, has hired Todd Sullivan as Director of
the administration is prompted to issue Fraternity and Sorority Affairs. Though he
harsher punishments. For isolated infrac- has only held this position for a short time,
tions in times of good standing, however, Mr. Sullivan has already made an impact
punishments are comparatively lenient. on the Greek system at Tufts. He has attempted to bolster unity between Greek
Mr. Allen is a junior majoring in
houses by organizing several events such
Political Science.
as “Meet the Greeks,” a Fletcher Field
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barbecue for both Greek and non-Greek
students. Mr. Sullivan also scheduled a
retreat to be attended by the presidents of
all Greek houses. This both added to Greek
unity and dissolved some of the residual
tension between Greek organizations after
last year. In addition, Mr. Sullivan has tried
to build a stronger relationship between the
Greek system and Tufts Police Department
by advocating party registration. While oncampus houses have long been required to
register social events involving fifty or
more people, this policy has received little
to no enforcement. Mr. Sullivan has made
it clear that Greek houses must register all
parties with the police department seven
business days in advance. Thus, Tufts has
taken a decisive step toward a successful
Greek system, only time will tell if the effects will last.
The administration has started the
year off well in its attempts to overhaul
the Greek system. Todd Sullivan has
already made his presence known, and
Greek houses around campus are cooperating with his directions for augmenting
the system and restoring its good standing
with the University. These are all recent
changes and, however, so evaluating
their success at this point is of limited
significance. So far this year, the police
have been a much more aggressive body
on Professors Row, strictly enforcing that
large numbers of students do not loiter in
the street and on the sidewalk, and verifying that Greek houses take proper
measures when admitting students to
their events. Furthermore, the
administration has made clear
the Greek system is being
put to the test and must
prove itself in this crucial
year or risk possible serious intervention.
Even though the year
has just begun, several
changes have occurred to the
Greek system at Tufts. If the administration
can ensure student safety without imposing smothering policies involving TUPD,
then half the battle has been won. In order
to solve the other side of the equation, the
administration needs to provide those
supervising Greek affairs with enough resources both to effectively implement more
structure to the Greek system and to build
a stronger relationship with the administration. As it stands, it seems as though the
ball is in both courts and both sides must
respond accordingly.
q
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recalcitrant individuals unwilling to emQueer high for the confused guy.
brace the tide of change. America would be
a very different place if those who fought to
integrate schools in the South had resigned
themselves to defeat and opted to remain in
segregated institutions.
It is not uncommon for students to
be subjected to various degrees of bullying, having been judged and scrutinized
for inane reasons by their peers. Though
by Robert Chirwa
examples of extreme prejudice are used to
he Harvey Milk High School (HMHS) out of the red. BOE displayed a severe defend HMHS, this “phenomenon” is not
recently reopened after undergoing lack of fiscal responsibility by allocating isolated to LGBTQ students. Reasons for
renovations costing New York taxpay- this exorbitant amount towards the HMHS bullying vary among wearing the wrong
ers $3.2 million. The school is the first expansion. The facility is currently being clothing, being too studious, too small, too
to cater specifically
used by a little more big, too black or too brown. Recipients of
America would be a
to lesbian, gay, bithen 70 students with such mental and emotional abuse are ususexual, transgender
their ranks expected ally encouraged to deal with their tormenvery different place if
tors rather than advocate the creation of a
and
questioning
to swell to 170.
those who fought to
(LGBTQ) students.
The opening of safe haven.
A foreseeable advantage of attending
The concept dates
HMHS derails the
integrate schools in
back to 1984 when
progress from the HMHS is in the college application prothe South had resigned struggle by those cess. The nation’s prestigious institutions
the Hetrick-Martin
Institute established
who fought to pro- of higher education place a strong emphathemselves to defeat
the educational promote civil rights and sis on diversifying their academic environand opted to remain in foster tolerance in ments. HMHS on college applications has
gram. It was intended
as a safe learning segregated institutions. society. The nation is the potential to translate into big diversity
environment for the
less than 50 years re- points or a more favorable impression on
aforementioned students. The reincarna- moved from the landmark Brown vs. Board the admissions committee. It would be hard
tion is a result of a collaborative effort by of Education Supreme Court ruling striking to find an admissions director at any of the
the institute and the New York City Board down “separate but equal,” which disman- nation’s most prestigious institutions not
of Education (BOE).
tled racial barriers in public education prior familiar with the HMHS situation.
The expansion of HMHS provides a
The school was met with strong op- to the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The HMHS
position for a variety of reasons; some application form does not require applicants misguided panacea to the problem of hajustifiable, while others inspired by sheer to disclose their sexual orientation. The rassment. Students attending HMHS are in
intolerance. On the first day of classes, pro application process mandates a series of an environment that is counterproductive
to their development
and anti-HMHS protestors were on hand to personal
one-on-one
into individuals willing
provide students with a riotous reception. interviews; this is preto fully participate in
The anti-HMHS protestors stigmatized sumably where one’s
an integrated society.
themselves as hatemongers by limiting the sexuality is exposed.
Once they leave the
scope of their opposition to the morality of As a result of the limwalls of HMHS they
homosexuality rather than addressing the ited number of spaces
must acknowledge that
many more credible, pertinent arguments available, being straight
their safe haven ceases
against the school.
would probably count
to exist. The LGBTQ
The appropriation of $3.2 million by as a huge check in the
community
should
the BOE should be enough to enrage hard negative column. And
initiate the process of
working taxpayers. The New York public don’t expect the Americreating tolerant high
school system is currently enduring the can Civil Liberties
schools. Self-segregaworst statewide budget crisis in history. Ear- Union will come to your
tion will only erode the
lier this year, Governor Pataki made provi- defense on this one.
strides made by the gay
sions to cut $2.1 billion from the 2003-2004
The establishment
rights movement. Pubpublic education budget. This amounted of the HMHS also
lic officials need to be
to an estimated average of $421 per New discredits the Constituaware that funding for
York City K-12 student. The heavily under- tion’s 14th amendment
Make way for the Milkman!
endeavors such as the
funded system was forced to cut various that grants equal protecprograms in a desperate attempt to remain tion for all. LGBTQ community members HMHS creates the illusion that the govshould learn a lesson from the first African ernment endorses educational programs
Mr. Chirwa is a graduate student
Americans to participate in court ordered intended to remove groups from society,
in the Electrical Engineering
desegregation. These individuals were the likes of which have not been seen
Department.
q
tormented and suffered the resentment of since 1960.

Got Milk?
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Money for nothing and your drugs for free.

MAIDS in Mogadishu
by Talia Alexander

O

n August 30th, a subcouncil of the turn down an affordable chance to save
World Trade Organization (WTO) his own life just because it was illegal?
submitted a decision to the general counThere is a possibility that the US
cil outlining a plan to import cheaper could send its pharmaceuticals with an
drugs to Africa.
armed guard to
The plan proposes
the doors of AfriThe WTO’s compromise can clinics. Such
that
countries
that export AIDS
does nothing other than a scheme would
drugs, such as
require
funding
grant the US companies that could only
the United States,
grant permission to
be provided by
permission to shoot
foreign countries to
wealthier nations,
themselves in the foot.
purchase patented
those that are most
drugs for a cheaper
likely distributing
price if the importing countries guaran- the drugs in the first place. This saddles
tee that the drugs will not be resold for the exporting countries with the burden
a profit. This plan allows poorer, mostly of both losing money on their product
African nations to obtain desperately and paying to protect it.
needed AIDS drugs for their people withIn addition to hitting exporters
out forcing the American pharmaceutical with this double whammy, the WTO’s
companies to close their doors.
decision expects the importing country
In theory, the compromise is a good to pay “adequate remuneration.” Counone. It guards against the resale of the tries who would need to resort to this
cheaper drugs by requiring them to be decision to obtain AIDS drugs can only
packaged differently and even to be do so because they are classified as the
shaped differently so that they are easily least-developed nations by the WTO or
identifiable on the international market. because they can demonstrate that they
It also charges the importing nations to are unable to produce the necessary
“take reasonable measures within their drugs on their own. If a country cannot
means, proportionate to their administra- produce its own medicine, it probably
tive capacities,” to prevent the resale of cannot afford to adequately pay someone
the generic drugs. Finally, it assures that else to do it either.
countries importing AIDS drugs will pay
The WTO’s compromise does notha certain amount for their medicines, al- ing other than grant the US
lowing pharmaceutical companies to at companies permission to
least break even.
shoot themselves in the
If a country, however, cannot al- foot. It releases cheaper
ready afford its own AIDS drugs, it is un- drugs into the interlikely that it will have the manpower and national black
financial resources to track what happens market withto those drugs once they are distributed out adequate
to clinics or among the population. Even compensation
the different appearance is not likely for
anyone.
to deter anyone from purchasing AIDS Although the
drugs on the black market. Who would WTO’s solution
will not work,
Miss Alexander is a senior majoring
the United States
in Biology and Environmental
should not turn
Studies.
a blind eye to
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the African AIDS crisis. There are steps
the US can take to alleviate the situation
without sacrificing our drug companies.
In Uganda, the government has
launched a massive educational program
combining foreign aid and local workers.
It aggressively teaches people ABC (Abstain, Be faithful, or use a Condom). Instead of ignoring the problem, as South
Africa has done, Uganda has confronted
the disease head-on. The country has
been rewarded by an 80% drop in the
adult AIDS infection rate over the past
ten years.
The United States can help African nations by contributing people and
resources to programs like Uganda’s.
Many of the African nations either refuse to acknowledge the AIDS crisis
or are unable to contribute resources to
educate their public. Educators, books,
and learning tools are far easier to export
and less likely to infringe on a patent.
President Bush has recently allocated $2
billion to similar AIDS programs.
Such educational programs will
not, unfortunately, solve the AIDS crisis.
Uganda, despite all its success with social
programs, still cannot treat its already-infected citizens. We have not yet found a
way to distribute affordable drugs without
crippling drug companies. The WTO’s
proposal would impoverish everyone by
depriving the drug companies of their
livelihoods and everyone else of AIDS
drugs. If the entire world could contribute either by supplying drugs, research,
or protection for the drugs en route to
AIDS patients, perhaps the economic
burden would be bearable and worth the
long delay before a return on investment.
Unfortunately, without any precedent for
such behavior, international apathy makes
a successful drug distribution campaign
highly unlikely.
q
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The French do their best to prove all the stereotypes right.

Doubt Le Monde
by Jordana Starr

D

id you hear about the new French “Fin?” Only the youngest girl, age ten,
military tank? Five speeds: four in willingly spoke to me, but her non-exisreverse, and one in case of an attack from tent English created a major roadblock.
behind. We’ve often imitated the French
Hoping that my French family was
with the stereotypical guttural laugh, an anomaly, I spent most of my time outimaginary long-stemmed cigarette, anti- side the house and explored the country.
Semitic comments, and white surrender On my daily runs in the town of Anflags. Americans
necy, I watched
often refer to
every afternoon
From what I witnessed,
the French as an
the French
however, the French don’t as
arrogant,
lazy,
people marched
rude, and smelly
work. They just want—and in the streets,
people. Is this,
either in protest
receive—free handouts
however, a fair
or on strike. As
from the government.
portrayal of the
my grasp of the
French? Are these
French language
demeaning insults rightly deserved? Did improved, I could identify from the
the French truly earn such treatment?
banners what they wanted: a shorter
After spending six weeks in France, workweek, earlier retirement, and more
I can answer, yes, yes, and yes. This money after retirement. Basically, they
summer, I studied in the breathtakingly- wanted less work for more pay,
beautiful French Alps with the Tufts in even though they already
Talloires program. Ready to give the enjoy a four and a half day
French people the benefit of the doubt, workweek and retire as early
I opened my mind to a different culture as age sixty.
and eagerly welcomed my French family
Depending on the day,
into my life. They, however, did not re- different groups went on strike.
ciprocate. Instead, they accusingly asked Employees of high schools,
me what I had done with my no-show elementary schools, bus comroommate, indicating that my arrival panies, and trains all went
was a disappointment. Appalled that on strike or protested the
I, a Jew, was unfamiliar with obscure cause du jour while they
Christian observances and irritated that I were supposedly being
declined to eat pork at dinner, my French paid to be at work. For
family would proceed to speak in their the duration of these
own language—which I was making ev- strikes, the economy
ery attempt to learn—and ignore me for throughout the region
the remainder of the meal.
would shut down,
At other times, I sat down with my which was certainly
host siblings to chat in a mixed French not a problem for the
and English dialogue. Glancing from French work ethic (or
side to side and constantly checking lack thereof). As one
their watches, they responded shortly to Frenchman explained
my conversational attempts with, “Oui,” to me in self-defense,
“Non,” and “Je ne sais pas.” Discus- “We work to live. You
sion generally ended when they asked, Americans live to work.” From what I
witnessed, however, the French don’t
Miss Starr is a sophomore who has
work. They just want—and receive—
not yet declared a major.
free handouts from the government.
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A little bit of laziness and arrogance,
although annoying, certainly are manageable, but the biggest outrage of my stay
occurred at the FIFA Confederation Cup.
Hosted this year in Lyon and St. Etienne,
France, the FIFA Confederation Cup is an
international soccer tournament played
over the summer. Tufts in Talloires organized an evening trip to the Stade
Gerland in Lyon to see Team USA take
on Brazil in what turned out to be a very
close match. As the Brazilian national
anthem was played prior to kickoff, the
crowds respectfully stood, be they Brazilian, American, or French. Throughout
the duration of a very abbreviated Star
Spangled Banner, the French spectators
booed, hissed, and yelled at the American
players on the field. Not only was this display incredibly disrespectful to guests of
their country (both the soccer players and
spectators), but their actions completely
undermined the intent of international
athletics and the purpose of the FIFA
Confederacy.
The debacle at the FIFA Confederation Cup is not the only recent display of
unwarranted, anti-American, French rudeness. On September 11th, ignoring that the
date marked the second anniversary of the
tragic 2001 attacks, French newspaper Le
Monde ran an in-depth commemoration of the 1973 overthrow of the Chilean
government of Marxist
Salvadore Allende. Referring to this CIA-backed
military coup as “The Other
September 11th,” Le Monde
conveniently neglected to
mention that on that same day in
1814 the Battle of Plattsburg was
fought. The climax of the War of
1812, this battle signified the first
of numerous times where the United
States would go to war for France.
Only two years ago this same newspaper declared, “We are all Americans” after the attacks, but now that
anti-Americanism is très chic, all else
is forgotten.
Sadly, the French did not
succeed in busting the “cheeseeating surrender monkey” stereotype; rather, they furthered what
they had already brought upon themselves. There are always exceptions that
prove the rule, of course, but for the most
part, France would be a beautiful country
if it weren’t for its population.
q
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The Ten Commandments are no longer applicable to modern
American law.

Thou Shalt Ignore
by Alex Levy

W

hat has been depicted as a clash Idol, in all its sacreligious splendor, domibetween Christian fundamental- nates prime-time television. One can even
ists and the Constitution has ignited buy George W. Bush dolls decked out in
nationwide debate. The removal of an flight gear. Legally forbidding such action
Alabama courthouse’s monument to the would cause all art museums, as well as
Ten Commandments sparked outrage most businesses, to shut down.
Thou shalt
and
protests
not
take the
across the state,
What
decent,
hard-working
name of the
while
others
thy God
American won’t get jealous Lord
around the nain vain. Turn on
tion
wonder
of the guy next door who
your television
how a religious
just bought a BMW, built a after 10:00, go
monument
channel-surfing
could possibly
new kitchen, or has a
until midnight,
be allowed in
gorgeous model for a wife? and count how
a United States
many times you
courthouse.
hear someone
What neither side of the debate realizes is that the Ten Commandments have
ceased to play a large part in the lives of
many Americans. The now-suspended
Alabaman Chief Justice Roy Moore, as
well as many of his supporters, argue that
America owes much of its legal system
and its traditions to the Ten Commandments. Upon further inspection it seems,
however, that the commandments bear
little significance to American society and
are often unenforcable or contradictory to
Constitutional law.
Thou shalt have no other gods before
me. While the Christian faith plays a large
role in America’s history, there is that little
tidbit in the Constitution about freedom of
religion. God, as He is known to Christians, shares Americans’ prayer time with
a number of other deities.
Thou shalt not make unto thee any
graven image. It’s hard to count how
many false idols we have in this country.
Children worship Teletubbies, Barney
the Dinosaur, and Yu-Gi-Oh cards. Look
at any teenager’s walls and you’ll see
graven images of Britney Spears, Justin
Timberlake, or Orlando Bloom. American

Mr. Levy is a senior majoring in
Computer Science and Russian.
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shout “Jesus Christ!” (Bonus points if you
hear it during an episode of South Park.)
Again, not very enforcable—that whole
freedom of speech thing.
Remember thou shalt keep holy the
Sabbath day. Sunday is still a day of rest
for all, with the exception of those who
work in restaurants, supermarkets, gas
stations, shopping malls, coffee shops,
pharmacies, clothing stores, and OfficeMax. Sunday is really just a day of rest for
office workers, but even that is sacred no
more. Any computer technician can recall
horror stories of fixing computer problems
at 9:00pm on a Sunday night.
Honor thy father and thy
mother. Though this is
one
commandment
American
society
embraces, it is
hardly one in which
the courts can become
directly involved. Not
to mention the difficulty it poses to
orphans.
Thou shalt not kill.
The American legal system
does try to discourage its citizens
from murdering each other, but it tends to
set a bad example. Citizens are routinely

sentenced to death by their peers and the
state wages wars against whole nations
of people. The crimes committed may be
atrocious, but, according to the commandments, killing is killing whether statesponsored or not.
Thou shalt not commit adultery.
Though applicable to US society, it is
unevenly enforced. If you’re the President
of the United States, you can count on
thousands of apologists lining up to back
you; after all, it’s your personal life, isn’t
it? If you’re not the President, prepare for
a long and ugly lawsuit.
Thou shalt not steal. If you grab a
gun and take $600 from your corner store,
you are almost guaranteed free lodgings
and a fun night with a large man named
Bubba. But if you hire corrupt auditors,
run a company into the ground, and leave
tens of thousands unemployed without
benefits, you can walk away with a multimillion dollar severance package. If the
best lawyers that money can buy can’t get
you off the hook, you can always spend a
few years in Club Fed, then live like a king
in Mexico.
Thou shalt not bear false witness
against thy neighbor. The American legal system does not prohibit lying; only
lies made under oath are penalized. For
example, it is perfectly legal for me to tell
Jodi Gilman that I loved the latest issue of
the Observer.
Thou shalt not covet...any thing that is
thy neighbor’s. Of all the Commandments,
this seems the most contrary to America’s
competitive and entrepreneurial spirit.
What decent, hard-working American
won’t get jealous of the guy next door who
just bought a BMW, built a new kitchen,
or has a gorgeous model for a wife? What
do we call it when society lives in ignorant bliss (read: poverty) without a drop of
jealousy for those around him? That’s
right, Communism.
While the Alabama
controversy
has raised valid
questions of how
a state’s rights are
balanced against the
Constitution, as well
as debate over the extent to
which separation of church and
State should be observed, these issues gloss over the real reason the Ten
Commandments don’t belong in a courthouse: they no longer resonate with the
average American.
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Treason:

Liberal Treachery from the Cold War to the War on Terrorism
by Ann Coulter
Crown Forum, ISBN 1-4000-5030-8
$26.95, hardcover

L

iberals habitually take a position that security was jeopardized by the ignoendangers the security of the United rance of Democrats who were secretly
States. One need not ask a liberal his fascinated with “Uncle Joe” Stalin. To
opinion on national defense. We should paraphrase Coulter’s words, this presimply curl up into the fetal position and carious situation would be analogous to
pee our pants. After all, we wouldn’t President George W. Bush appointing a
want
to
member of Al
threaten our
to the
Liberals allow Soviet Agents Qaeda
enemies. Librole of Nato infiltrate our ranks, let the tional Security
erals
allow
Soviet Agents
Advisor.
free world fall to Commuto
infiltrate
Ann Coulnism, and lead us into emour ranks, let
ter, author of
the free world
barrassing military defeats. The New York
fall to ComTimes
bestYet many leftist leaders
munism, and
seller Slander,
lead us into
claim they are great Ameri- once again
embarrassstands armed
can patriots.
ing
military
with the facts.
defeats. Yet,
Instead
of
many leftist leaders claim they are great making broad accusations, or calling
American patriots.
people “stupid,” Coulter hits hard with
In Ann Coulter’s new book, Trea- a historical account
son, the loyalty of liberals and the Dem- that leaves the
ocratic Party is called into question not reader not only enwith suspicion, but with evidence. The lightened, but also
Venona Project, a top-secret endeavor frustrated.
How
to decrypt Soviet cables during the Cold could the DemoWar, has recently been declassified and crats so recklessly
published. It proved beyond a doubt that allow Soviet spies
Communists infiltrated deeply into the in the army? Why
American government; the Democrats were the Rosenwelcomed them with open arms. This bergs allowed to
was only the beginning of a long pattern. deliver the atomic
The liberals, according to Ann Coulter, bomb to a brutal
have systematically betrayed America.
dictator?
Coulter
FDR’s close personal aid, Alger wastes no time in
Hiss, was flagged numerous times by assigning well-dedefected communists and government served blame.
officials, but Roosevelt refused to even
With footnotes
consider that Hiss was a potential secu- encompassing 46
rity risk. Hiss ascended to the highest pages. Ann Coulranks of the American government. It ter,
unlike
her
was Hiss who advised Roosevelt at the liberal contempohistoric Yalta conference with Churchill raries, does not cite other columnists
and Stalin. It was this Alger Hiss who or “academics” for her potent evidence.
was irrefutably proven to be a Soviet She goes directly to primary sources.
agent by the decrypted documents of Perhaps the most eye opening part of
the Venona Project. For years, America’s Coulter’s account is her dutiful exoneraTHURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 2003
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tion of Senator Joe McCarthy. Coulter
refutes the use of “McCarthyism” as a
shield by Marxist sympathizers. McCarthyism, according to Coulter, is an
invention that somehow got written into
college theses, and then into the history
books. The House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC) has commonly
been associated with the term “McCarthyism.” Being a Senator, McCarthy in
fact had absolutely nothing to do with
the activities of this body. The truth is
often of little concern to the liberal revisionist history.
Joe McCarthy was nothing less than
a great patriot and protector of American
democracy. This may seem like a tough
sell, but the Venona Project paints a much
different picture of McCarthy’s “accusations” than that of Harvard professors
and Communist Hollywood. Even many
conservatives have come to accept McCarthy as a “mean old man.” However,
sometimes it’s good to be proven wrong.
What we learned in school couldn’t be
further from the truth.
Coulter’s language choice was
enough to draw a raised eyebrow from
FOX News’ Bill O’Reilly, but she defends her writing style. Conservatives
are drawn to her style because she pulls
no punches. Honestly, the liberal media
juggernaut could use a few good hits.
Her writing style
is reflective of her
style of speech. She
is direct and often
combative, but always with a healthy
dose of ironic humor. Coulter consistently relates history
to America’s current
political
situation
and diplays a thorough understanding
of America’s past
and present.
Once
again,
Coulter has taken
on some very controversial topics and
given a strong opinion. Whether you are
a liberal or a conservative, you deserve to know the truth behind “McCarthyism” and the Cold War
policies that first brought us to oblivion’s
door, and then on to victory.
—Brandon Balkind
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“African-American,” or “Hispanic?” The
I don’t discriminate. I regulate every shade of that.
answer is not all that obvious. Who defines
racial identity? Golfer Tiger Woods has
referred to himself as a “Cablanasian” to reflect his multiracial heritage. But does every
individual get to decide his race for himself?
When we are asked to fill in those checkboxes, what are the right answers? Lt. Gov. Cruz
Bustamante set his standard during a debate
when he referred to Prop 54’s main backer,
by Steve Bleiberg
Ward Connerly, who is multiracial: “Is there
hile the nation’s attention is focused are no statistics on race, how can we tell if anyone in this room who doesn’t recognize
that Ward Connerly is black?” Bustamante
on the recall of California Governor state universities are discriminating?
Gray Davis, another important measure
The flaw in this position is that Prop advocates determining a person’s race by
awaits the votes of Californians. The Racial 54 would prevent state universities from looks alone. The individual’s actual racial
Privacy Initiative (RPI), backed by Univer- asking prospective students to reveal their heritage, which may be quite diverse, is
sity of California
race. The admis- ignored by this approach.
Stamping simplified labels on indiLt. Gov. Cruz Bustamante
Regent
Ward
sions
officers,
Connerly, bans
therefore, would viduals is, of course, not a new practice,
set his standard during a
the state from
not even know but rather a time-honored tradition. For
debate when he referred to students’ racial example, in 1895 South Carolina lawmakers
classifying
that an individual with any black
people accordProp 54’s main backer, Ward b a c k g r o u n d s , proposed
ing to race, ethand would find ancestry would be classified by the state as
Connerly, who is multiracial: engaging
nicity, color, or
in black. How could they tell if someone had
black ancestry? Of course, the answer was
national origin.
racial
discrimi“Is there anyone in this room
The Initiative,
nation
rather to look at his physical appearance. Similarly,
who doesn’t recognize that difficult.
Nazi Germany’s Nuremberg Laws were enProposition 54
acted to determine who should be classified
on the ballot, is
A
n
o
t
h
e
r
Ward Connerly is black?”
an amendment
argument against as Jews. Again, physical appearance played
to California’s state constitution. Both of the Prop 54 is that racial data is needed for a role. The Racial Privacy Initiative would
top two candidates for governor, Lieuten- medical research purposes. People of differ- prevent the state of California from sticking
ant Governor Cruz Bustamante and Arnold ent racial and ethnic backgrounds are more labels on its citizens.
Fears persist that Proposition 54 may
Schwarzenegger, oppose the RPI.
prone to certain illnesses (such as Tay-Sachs
Currently, the state of California asks or sickle cell anemia). The authors of the become detrimental to the state of Califoreveryone to identify his or her race for state RPI understood this and made an exemption nia and the nation itself. Some say that a law
like the RPI should
records. Connerly and the backers of RPI for medical research
not be considered
believe that it is unfair for the government and treatment. Prop
until racial discrimito demand that people be racially classified. 54 does not demand
nation in the United
They point to California’s large multiracial colorblindness in all
States has ceased.
population and claim that those who do not situations.
CaliforSupporters of Prop
fit traditional definitions of race must cat- nia’s Department of
54 respond by saying
egorize themselves. They argue that racial Fair Employment and
that America cannot
checkboxes are a racially divisive anachro- Housing is also exhope to be anything
nism and need to be phased out. RPI sup- empt from the RPI so
resembling a “colorporters believe that Proposition 54 is a step that it may continue
blind society” if the
forward toward creating a race-blind society. its work to investigate
government is busy
Opponents of RPI have put forth a and prosecute violacategorizing people
number of reasons to vote against it. One tions of California’s
into different racial
strong argument against Prop 54 has been civil rights laws. In
groups. In a diverse
made by supporters of Connerly’s last addition, Prop 54
society, the advocates
major California victory, Proposition 209, does not interfere
of the Racial Privacy
which barred California state universities with court-ordered
Which box should Tiger check?
Initiative recognize
from using race as a factor in admissions. race classifications
They claim that the RPI would make en- in civil rights cases and does not prevent the need to create a system free from arforcement of Prop 209 more difficult by California from fulfilling obligations to the bitrary classification. Although it faces stiff
opposition and may well fail in the October
eliminating a means to prove racial dispar- federal government involving racial issues.
ity in grades and scores. They ask, if there
The notion of “racial privacy” as de- election, Proposition 54 is a step forward
fined by the supporters of Prop 54 is moti- and reflects President John F. Kennedy’s
Mr. Bleiberg is a senior majoring in
vated in part by questions about the defini- belief that “Race has no place in American
Quantitative Economics.
q
tion of race. What makes a person “white”, life or law.”

California’s Other Big Vote

W
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Yep, it’s that time again…Time for Women’s Week!
The Women’s Center, busy baking pies for SOURCE
Editors, has asked THE PRIMARY SOURCE to schedule a
week of educational opportunites.
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NOTABLE
But we all know that games aren't played on
paper...they are played by little men inside our
TV sets.
—Kenny Mayne
Glove me tender.
—Craig Kilborn
He's listed as day to day, but, then again, aren't
we all?
—Dan Patrick
This guy owes me bacon now.
—Arnold Schwarzenegger, after being
pelted with an egg during his California gubernatorial campaign
The biggest conspiracy has always been the fact
that there is no conspiracy. Nobody's out to get
you. Nobody gives a shit whether you live or
die. There, you feel better now?
—Dennis Miller
The U.S. Treasury is now changing the twenty
dollar bill so it's peach colored. It's amazing. It
actually looks like Andrew Jackson got a Queer
Eye makeover.
—David Letterman
Last night, on the eve of the 9/11 anniversary,
Osama bin Laden released a video urging Muslims to devour the Americans. Let me be the
first to say, “Hey, eat me.”
—Jay Leno
Last night's Democratic debate was on the FOX
News Channel. It was on FOX and it was sponsored by the Black Congressional Caucus. And
it was on FOX. So, I guess my point is that's like
the plantation sponsoring some kind of planting
festival. I'm not sure what FOX’s angle is, but
I'm pretty sure it's evil.
—Jon Stewart
Those who make peaceful change impossible
make violent change inevitable.
—John F. Kennedy
The First Amendment is often inconvenient. But
that is beside the point. Inconvenience does not
absolve the government of its obligation to
tolerate speech.
—Justice Anthony Kennedy

AND

QUOTABLE

You cannot build character and courage by taking away men's initiative and independence.
—Abraham Lincoln
The modern definition of “racist” is someone
who is winning an argument with a liberal.
—Peter Brimelow
Everything that is really great and inspiring
is created by the individual who can labor in
freedom.
—Albert Einstein
The argument that the West was somehow
to blame for world poverty was itself a
Western invention. Like decolonization, it
was a product of guilt, the prime dissolvent
of order and justice.
—Paul Johnson
If I were to speak your kind of language,
I would say that man’s only moral commandment is: Thou shalt think. But a
‘moral commandment’ is a contradiction
in terms. The moral is the chosen, not the
forced; the understood, not the obeyed.
The moral is the rational, and reason accepts no commandments.
—Ayn Rand
I don't think Larry Flynt can use pictures on
the ballot. I don't think that's possible.
—Rush Limbaugh
The smallest good deed is better than the
grandest good intention.
—Duguet
The only thing necessary for evil to triumph is
for good men to do nothing.
—Edmund Burke
The free market is ugly and stupid, like going to the mall; the unfree market is just as
ugly and just as stupid, except there's nothing in the mall and if you don't go there,
they shoot you.
—P. J. O’Rourke
Everyone wants to live at the expense of the
State. They forget that the State lives at the
expense of everyone.
—Frederic Bastiat

No nation was ever ruined by trade.
—Benjamin Franklin
America is—always has been—on a high-speed
ride. But there is no driver. Never has been.
That's the nature of a free society.
—George Will
The first duty of any legal system is justice, not
social work.
—Charles Krauthammer
A government that robs Peter to pay Paul can
always depend upon the support of Paul.
—George Bernard Shaw
There is no such thing as a society. There
are individual men and women and there are
families.
—Margaret Thatcher
“What is the point of Europe?” Charles de
Gaulle once asked. “It must serve to prevent
domination either by the Americans or by the
Russians.” One might as well say, “What is
the point of the corner grocery? It must serve
to prevent domination either by the Mafia or
the police.”
—Jonah Goldberg
The taxpayer—that's someone who works for
the federal government but doesn't have to take
a civil-service exam.
—Ronald Reagan
The essence of American journalism is vulgarity
divested of truth.
—Winston Churchill
There hasn't been a war run this badly since
Olaf the Hairy, King of all the vikings, ordered
80,000 battle helmets with the horns on the
inside.
—Edmund Blackadder
I don't mind what Congress does, as long as
they don't do it in the streets and frighten
the horses.
—Victor Hugo
A sense of humor is one of our greatest assets.
Lucky Numbers: 10, 15, 17, 19, 28, 35
—Simon Holroyd’s fortune

